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• Going forward, macmon will become part of Belden’s Industrial Network Solutions (INS) Business,

which is part of the Belden Industrial Automation platform.

• INS is a global organization headquartered in the Stuttgart area of Germany and includes the

leading networking and connectivity brands of Hirschmann, ProSoft, OTN Systems and Lumberg

Automation.

• In the run-up to the acquisition, macmon and Hirschmann had already started a large joint

project for an American company.

• macmon CEO Christian Bücker will lead the business as Business Director for Belden.
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Transaction Details

Belden
Belden Inc. delivers a comprehensive product portfolio designed to meet the mission-critical network infrastructure needs of industrial,

enterprise and broadcast markets. With innovative solutions targeted at reliable and secure transmission of rapidly growing amounts of data,

audio and video needed for today's applications, Belden is at the center of the global transformation to a connected world. Founded in

1902, the company is headquartered in St. Louis and has manufacturing capabilities in North and South America, Europe and Asia.

macmon
Since 2003, the IT experts at macmon have been offering infrastructure manufacturer agnostic solutions that provide instant network

transparency to protect heterogeneous networks from unauthorized access. macmon NAC can be implemented quickly and easily, with

significant added value for your network security. This makes macmon NAC a key building block for IT security, digitization and mobile office.

With its Zero Trust Network Access strategy, macmon secure extends its proven and tested protection to all company resources in the cloud.

According to Press Release

Stephens served as financial advisor to Belden Inc. (“Belden”) on the acquisition of

macmon secure GmbH (“macmon”), a vendor of network access control solutions

Stephens Contacts

• Gerhard Gleich (Managing Director), Robin Brandenbusch (Associate Director)
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